This versatile, eco friendly, classy real wood product is made of many species of wood and produced with different backers. Sheets are available from 48” wide to 96” long, and rolls are available from 24” wide (soon will have 48”) up to 1000’. Most patterns are available in raw, unbacked veneer which is available in 13” x 98” sheets at 005” thick and smaller. Most veneer is sold backed with one of the below since the micro thin veneer is very fragile to handle...

**BACKERS FOR MICROWOOD VENEER:**

A. **Paper** .003” to .125” (1/8”)
   *Uses:* Cards, Covers, Tags, Invitations, Envelopes, Crafts, Overlays, Stationery, Wallpaper

B. **Fleece** (non woven fiber) .003” to .010” (adds toughness)
   *Uses:* Bending, Wrapping, Folding, Moldings, Frames, Wallpaper, Crafts, Covering duct work and steel beams

C. **Wood** (micro wood 2nd ply) Makes 2 ply sheet approx. .020” to .375” thick depending on core used
   *Uses:* 2 side wood application, Cards, Insert panels, Crafts, Furniture panels

D. **Clear Plastic** .010” to .500” Polycarbonate, Polyester
   *Uses:* Translucent panels for walls, Lampshades, Ceilings, Moulding to deco shapes, Wall tiles

E. **Adhesive** - various strengths available
   *Note:* [WWW.DRYFILMADHESIVES.COM](http://WWW.DRYFILMADHESIVES.COM) for Pressure Sensitive, Thermo Plastic and Thermo Set options.

F. **Metals** - Aluminum, Copper, Etc. Aluminum sheets can be laminated and bent for ceilings. #486N is our normally used adhesive.

**OVERLAYS:** High or Low Gloss .001” to .022” - Urethane, Polyester, P.V.C.

In certain cases we can do a spray or wax finish. You can also do this with spray varnish and even hairspray in some cases. Most rub on waxes do a nice job. Best to finish both sides the same for improved sheet flatness.

**NOTES:**

1. Prices (large volume) start at approximately $0.25 per square foot for unbacked and $0.75 per square foot for backed.

2. All patterns available 24” x 24” and smaller.

3. 4’ x 8’ sheets available in all patterns except Birdseye, Curly, Birch, Aspen and Cedar.

4. Rolls 24” wide by 1000’ long are stocked in Maple, Oak, Cherry and Walnut. All item 3 patterns available on special order. Rolls can be slit to narrow widths. Cedar is available in narrow rolls for lining closets, shelves and drawers.

5. **Cutting** most items is easily done with paper cutter, scissors, exacto knife, lasers, etc.

6. **Printing:** All woods print and emboss. The coated/finished sheets may need fast dry ink. The thinner, uncoated sheets easily go through most printers. If printer path is not straight, you may wish to run the paperwood perpendicular to the grain direction. In example; use 8 1/2” grain direction sheets instead of the 11” for more flexibility. Many straight path, full color copy machines do a very good job.

7. **Folding:** We do offer a special folding grade, but many items fold quite nicely anyway, especially if they are scored first (press dull knife or scoring tool along fold line). When wishing to fold or crease across the grain of the wood, you generally must do a hard score or perforate the fold line or kiss cut through the wood to the backer.
Available with our State of the art MICROTHIN TRANSLUCENT FLEECE BACKER (.010” thick) for wrapping & light panels

NEW --- Pre-Finished Veneer available with our “GREEN” Optically Clear High Gloss – Low Gloss – Matte OVERLAYS --- NEW

2-ply or Paperbacked  www.woodveneers.net  Thick or Thin

• STRONG • FLEXIBLE • TRANSLUCENT • MULTIPLE BACKERS • POLISHED • PRINTABLE • FOLDABLE • ENVIRO FRIENDLY

SHEETS ROLLS

SHEETS from 2 ½” x 3” to 4’ x 8’ - ADHESIVE & VENEER - ROLLS from ¼” W up to 1000’L

DRY FILM ADHESIVES

www.dryfilmadhesives.com

HOT LAMINATING EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE COLD

LENDERINK TECHNOLOGIES

Tel: 616.887.8257 Fax: 616.887.7910 E-mail: sales@lenderink.com

www.lenderink.com

Additional Products & Add-Ons Available: FIRE RETARDANTS, BACKERS, OVERLAYS, SPILL MANGEMENT